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Book Descriptions:

braun shaver 7526 manual

We hope you enjoy your new Braun shaver. Then recharge to full capacity again subsequent charges
will take about 1 hour. When the rechargeable battery is fully charged, the charging light goes off. If
later on, the charging light comes on again, this indicates that the shaver is being recharged to
maintain its full capacity. The remaining capacity will then be sufficient for 1 to 2 shaves. Best
environmental tem perature range for charging is 15. Using the online preview, you can quickly view
the contents and go to the page where you will find the solution to your problem with Braun 7526.
To start viewing the user manual Braun 7526 on full screen, use the button Fullscreen. However, if
you do not want to take up too much of your disk space, you can always download it in the future
from ManualsBase. The option to print the manual has also been provided, and you can use it by
clicking the link above Print the manual. You do not have to print the entire manual Braun 7526 but
the selected pages only. paper. If you want to quickly view the content of pages found on the
following pages of the manual, you can use them. We hope you are completely satisfied with
Francais 15 your new Braun product. If you have any questions, please call Espanol 26 US residents
1800BRAUN11 18002728611 Canadian residents 18003876657 Merci d’avoir fait l’achat d’un
produit Braun. Nous esperons que vous serez pleinement satisfait de votre nouveau produit Braun.
Si vous avez des questions, veuilDANGER To reduce the risk of electric shock 1. Do not reach for an
appliance that has fallen into water. Unplug immediately. 2. Do not use while bathing or in the
shower. 3. Do not place, store or charge the appliance where The green charging light shows that
the shaver is being charged. When the rechargeable battery is fully charg ed, the charging light
ashes or goes off. If later on, the charging light comes on again, this indi cates that the shaver is
being recharged to maintain its full
capacity.http://www.clainvest.pl/userfiles/duncan-energy-saver-automatic-kiln-ea-820-manual.xml

braun shaver 7526 manual, braun shaver 7526 manual pdf, braun shaver 7526
manual download, braun shaver 7526 manual parts, braun shaver 7526 manual
diagram, braun shaver 7526 manual transmission, braun shaver 7526 manual watch,
braun shaver 7526 manual machine, braun shaver 7526 manual user.

The red lowcharge light ashes when theThey do not contain any harmful heavy metals. Nevertheless,
in the interest of recycling raw materials, please do not dispose of this appliance in the household
waste at the end of its useful life. Disposal can During the automated cleaning process, the shaver is
switched on and off at intervals to obtain best cleaning results. Since the specially formulated
cleaning uid also contains a small amount of oil, the cIf the shaver exhibits such a defect, Braun will,
at its option, either repair or replace it for the consumer without charge. Please call 1800Braun 11
8002728611 to bThis guarantee does not cover anDANGER Pour reduire les risques de choc
electrique, suivre les directives suivantes 1. Ne pas toucher l’appareil s’il est entre en contact avec
de l’eau. Le debrancher immediatement. 2. Ne pas utilNe pas employer d’accessoires non
recommandes par le fabricanLe temoin vert de charge indique que le rasoir est en charge. Le temoin
de charge clignote ou s’eteint lorsque les batteries sont completement rechargees. Si par la suite, le
temoin de charge s’allume de nou veau, cela indique que le rasoir est en train de se recharger pour
retrouver sa pleine capacite. Le temoin rouge de Cette pile ne contient aucun metal lourd toxique.
Cependant, pour les besoins de recyclage des matieres premieres, ne pas jeter cet appareil dans les
ordures menageres lorsquil nest. Please refer to the separate use instructions. It also serves as a
storage unit.Le temoin vert de charge indique que le rasoir est en charge. Il sert egale ment d’unite
de rangement. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead

http://www.clainvest.pl/userfiles/duncan-energy-saver-automatic-kiln-ea-820-manual.xml


of a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether
the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. See All
Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing
features.http://brod-plovdiv.com/images/dumper-manuals.xml

You can still see all customer reviews for the product. No only complaint is that when in the cleaning
mode it is very NOISY. That is my reasoning for a less than perfect score. Reviewed in the United
States on April 26, 2004 Although this is the first and only electric shaver Ive ever owned up til this
item, I had been using a Gillette Sensor Excel and other razors since 1987, I wont go into too much
detail since plenty of others have already done that. It really removes every little bit of hair from the
unit. 8 Blades last at least year. Im still on the first set I shave 23 times per week. Cons 1 Takes a lot
longer to shave with than using a blade usually 5 or so minutes. You have to go over the same spots
multiple times. Even then, some parts like my jawline feel scratchy no matter how many times I go
over it. 2 Decently close shave, but not as close a blade. So stubble returns more quickly. Which in
turn means you shave more often. Other times, you feel like you have to grind the thing into your
face to really get a close shave. 3 Doesnt seem to cut longer whiskers that are lying flat. You can try
refilling them on your own like a previous reviewer mentioned. I tried it and the results were not
good. 7 Cleaning process is noisy. 8 Fragile. Ive read that if you drop it once on a hard floor, its
history. 9 Expensive. As you can see, the Cons do outweigh the Pros. Hope this helps you make your
own decision. Would I do it again. Most likely, no. When I travel, I still take a blade. Its lighter,
cheaper, doesnt need recharging, and I wont care if it gets dropped, broken or stolen. Please try
again later. I never felt the Norelco shaved as closely, and maybe thats why it was less irritating. Be
that as it may, I recently switched to the new generation of selfcleaning Brauns and I am absolutely
thrilled. By the way, the 7526 model is a good bit cheaper than the newer 7680, but lacks only its
LCD display, which I find little use for personally.Please try again later.

Please try again later. Matt 5.0 out of 5 stars While the razor doesnt get all the hair on one pass, Ive
never had trouble getting all the stubble off my face each morning. When it broke, the battery on my
7516 held a charge for about 4045 minutes of shaving. So Im expecting the 7526 to be no less
inferior. I dont leave the base plugged in unless I need to use it. This has saved me money on
cleaning packs and shaving heads. I do use a preshave lotion since my facial hair is thick. When I go
travelling, the travel pouch is great because it will hold the razor, cleaning brush, and charging
cord. I also like the automatic voltage detection of the charging cord for my travels to europe and
asia. I had considered trying out a rotary razor such as those from Norelco. In the end, I decided
that since the parts and pieces of my old 7516 are fully interchangeable with the new 7526, that Id
stick with the tried and true.Please try again later. Please try again later. Nathaniel Horn 5.0 out of
5 stars Ive had this shaving system for around 8 mos.My biggest concern before buying believe it or
not was speed. I started shaving my head around a year ago if youre going to go bald you might as
well just do it! and thats a lot of territory to cover every danged morning. Well, it is about twice as
fast as my old shavers. Seems to have slowed down a tad after a couple of mos., but maybe its just a
perception thing. The price of this shaver has come down substantially since I bought it also.. So
there is very little reason to not get this great razor now except one, which with a little guile I have
solved. Those cleaning cartridges are an unadulterated ripoff. But, guess what All they are is
denatured alcohol and a little machine oil and fake lemon scent. Just take your spent cartridge, clean
it out real well, being careful not to damage the nylon screen and let it dry. I just go outside and
spray out the old whiskers and stuff with the hose.

Pay a visit to your friendly local hardware store and get a small, cheap, tenyear supply of denatured
alcohol. Drinking alcohol, if its 100% pure would be even better but much more expensive. All
denatured alcohol is, is drinking alcohol with poison added so you cant get drunk on the cheap. Then
add a teaspoon more or less of fine machine oil and fill the cartridge up to the level of a new one and
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voila problem solved. I use sewing machine oil because of its fine quality, which you can get at the
you guessed it sewing machine or yardage stores. I havent had any problem with this except dont
be.It only gums things up. Besides the alcohol smells just fine. So, there you have it. I hope this
helps. Have fun and knock yourselves out!Please try again later. Please try again later. Daniel J.
Clingan 4.0 out of 5 stars I figured I would save money by not buying the cleaning solution. I went
back to this one because I didnt find one that shaved as good. This razor shaves close. Ill pay for the
solution because of the fact that you just but it in stand, turn it on and your ready for your next
shave with a clean shaver. When you turn on the cleaning unit it will be noisy in the begining.
Overall a good shaver. Can also be cleaned manualy.Please try again later. Please try again later.
maxaxam 5.0 out of 5 stars Always get a nice smooth shave and the self cleaning solution is great for
keeping your razor clean and the blade sharp.Please try again later. Please try again later. Charlie
3.0 out of 5 stars The latch breaks after a few months making the stand a pretty paperweight. Braun
has tacitly acknowledged this design flaw by introducing the Activator model without a latch on the
stand, using plain old gravity to hold the razor in. Unfortunately it may not last you much longer
than the first.Please try again later. Please try again later. Mark 5.0 out of 5 stars I think they make
this to last so they will have consumables blades, cleaner packs customers for life.

Batteries still take a strong charge, and everyting else works just fine. I just ordered a new set of
blades, and considering the track record on this, I doubt it will be my last.Please try again later.
Please try again later. Luis M. Ceron 5.0 out of 5 stars I decided to purchase this one because of
family recommendations. I have to say that this shaver works better than the remington titanium
that I own. I do not have irritated areas with the braun than with the remington.Please try again
later. Please try again later. Steven Sloan 4.0 out of 5 stars It does not give as close a shave as a
razor. But, for an electric it is pretty gooda decent shave and a nice selfcleaning system. After 2
months I am still using it, but I could easily see going back to my regular razor. The main advantage
over the manual razor is that I dont have to bother with washing and shaving cream. This is
especially convenient if I want to shave in the afternoon to get rid of that 500 shadow for an evening
out. If I had to do it again, I probably wouldnt buy it not much of an advantage over a blade. But
since I have it, I use it.Please try again later. Please try again later. Edward Meiman 2.0 out of 5
stars I should not have put it in my carryon without wrapping it in something soft. Anyway, when I
got home from a trip the switch fell off, then the piece under the switch fell out, and then, well it got
messy. Unfortunately, it was the best shave I have ever gotten from an electric razor. However, if it
cant take a little shoving around on a plane, well Im avoiding Braun for awhile.Please try again later.
Please try again later. Please try again later.Our payment security system encrypts your information
during transmission. We don’t share your credit card details with thirdparty sellers, and we don’t
sell your information to others. Please try again.Please try again.Show details. Sold by Wiki Deals
and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Ships from and sold by Amazon.com.

In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key to navigate to the next
or previous heading. In order to navigate out of this carousel please use your heading shortcut key
to navigate to the next or previous heading. Register a free business account Please try your search
again later.Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of
a raw data average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the
ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try
again later. Buzzer 3.0 out of 5 stars Imagine a shotgun mic or a paper towel tube with slots cut into
the sides of it. The cutting edge is parallel to the foil. The original part was a series of thicker disks
that cut perpendicular to the foil. Not sure if this will affect performance or durability, but just
wanted to point this out. Some reviews indicated fitment issues.Theyre all in landfills now but my
Braun still charges and runs for days.I spoke with your customer service rep who did his utmost to
determine which would fit but I have now purchased three heads none of which fit. I think there
must have been a misprint in the manual sayint that a 32B was the one I needed. I also have



purchased a 30B and one other none of which fit. I ended up purchasing another electric razor from
you which works fine but I still have a perfectly good razor without a head. I have a call into Braun
and hope they can help.I bought one about one year ago, but could not find any record of the seller
in my list. So I purchased this set from a new seller. The foil and cutter fit well, and work with my
old shaver. My only complaint is that nothing else came with the foil and cutter; specifically, the
previous seller included the tiny brush that you use to preclean the foil and cutter before you put it
into the electric cleaning device. The price was higher than the other sellers price.

Since I could find no other seller for this needed item, I would buy from them again, but would like
to see them at least include this small, impossibletofind brush for their relatively high price.But with
the old blades now worn and taking too long to shave with, I decided to try the newer blade, and to
my surprise, it cut very well. It was as close as my original blades when new and shave time is now
much quicker. I havent tried shaving with several days growth, but for daily use, it has done quite
well. Overall Im very satisfied with the purchase. Amazons delivery time was also superior.It appears
to be the way the cutting surface is manufactured now. Foil is good though. Extending the life of my
shaver 10 years and counting.I used it for a while before Id had enough. It seems as though the
center piece that catches longer hairs is very rough and sharp and Im not sure this one is a knockoff
product looks like its original, incl.Braun is sending me a new one.I have a pestle and mortar, but it
takes forever to grind the corriander as the husks just wont break down. I bought this after reading
a review online that says it pulverises everything inc the dreaded corriander seed. So I thought Id
give it a try. Top job on everything Ive tried so far. Loving the multiple grind dishes. Its great that
they come with covers. Even better that everything is dishwasher proof. Also safe, in that you cant
easily start it with the cover off. Well, you could hack it if you really wanted to but why! Finally, its
quiet compared to some other grinders. Very pleased with this purchase.Sorry, we failed to record
your vote. Please try again To make sure i ordered the correct model i typed in Series 3 Braun 330
razor head and again this product come up so that sealed the deal. The order arrived quickly and i
was eager to fit the head. I opened the packaging and immediately saw that the head was different
to what my razor had.

I looked on the amazon page again and saw that it clearly shows that it should fit my razor but it did
not. I emailed the company asking why it does not fit as their own page shows that it fit a Braun
Series 3 330 razor. They asked for the model number which i had no idea, as i thought it was a 330 i
emailed them the model number and they stated that it would not fit my razor but they will exchange
it for the correct one. I was and still am at a loss to understand how it wont fit my razor if their page
clearly states it will fit a Series 3 330 Braun razor. Sadly i opened the packaging and now cannot get
a refund. I HAVE WASTED 20 that i cannot get back.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try
again Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again I ended up using the original foil for
quite a lot longer than the recommended time after all it was still working. Reading some of the
reviews, I was expecting some amazing difference with a new one, however it was just a little bit
better. The construction of the cutter and foil is slightly different, it might appear as it is made in a
cheaper way overall e.g. the cutter looks more like a pipe with cuts along it, whereas the original
had the round cutting elements with a more robust moulded shape.Sorry, we failed to record your
vote. Please try again Seems better than brand new as the cutter has a different design and is flatter
with the cutting edges at the side of each rib, I assume giving it more cutting edges. The foil also has
different size and shaped holes meaning it catches more hairs 1st time. My shaving takes a lot less
time now with less irritation.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Inexpensive and
great value as will have oneyear use life. Compare that to cost of buying new blades for a decent wet
shaver.Sorry, we failed to record your vote.

Please try again I recently walked into a branch of a well known high street chemists, where I
usually buy my shaving accessories, and I was quoted a price for this item which a few years ago



would have procured for me a new electric shaver. Needless to say I walked out without making a
purchase. I knew I could purchase the very same item cheaper elsewhere, hence my order to
Amazon thus saving almost 10.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again They are simple
to replace.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again Good to find spares older
models.Sorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again My Braun 7000 Synchro is now shaving
like it did the day I took it out of the boxSorry, we failed to record your vote. Please try again We
recommend that you do not solely rely on the information presented and that you always read labels,
warnings, and directions before using or consuming a product. For additional information about a
product, please contact the manufacturer. Content on this site is for reference purposes and is not
intended to substitute for advice given by a physician, pharmacist, or other licensed healthcare
professional. You should not use this information as selfdiagnosis or for treating a health problem or
disease. Contact your healthcare provider immediately if you suspect that you have a medical
problem. Information and statements regarding dietary supplements have not been evaluated by the
Food and Drug Administration and are not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease
or health condition. Amazon.com assumes no liability for inaccuracies or misstatements about
products. With a host of compelling features, the Series 5 appears to be a viable alternative to the
more expensive Series 7 but without any significant tradeoffs in performance or build quality. The
5090cc 5190cc is one the bestselling Series 5 models that has been getting quite a lot of attention
for being basically a Series 7 on a budget.

In order to find out if the hype around it is real, we have given the 5090cc the full ShaverCheck
treatment and subjected it to a thorough testing. In this Braun Series 5 5090cc review we will take a
close look at all the things that matter and see if the Series 5 line is up to the expectations. UPDATE
the Series 5 5090cc is getting more difficult to find and was basically replaced by the 5190cc
5195cc, 5197cc model. The shaving performance is identical and apart from a few minor differences,
they’re basically the same. So this can very well be considered a Braun 5190cc review. Table of
Contents Features overview Included accessories Build quality and ergonomics Battery life and
charging Shaving performance Closeness of the shave Comfort How fast does it shave. Long hair
trimmer How does it compare to the Series 7 Cleaning and maintenance Manual cleaning Automatic
cleaning Replacement parts availability Wrapup — Who should buy it. Alternative shavers Features
overview 3 blade shaving system The Braun Series 5 5090cc is a three blade foil shaver suitable for
dry only use. The more recent Series 5 models like the 5190cc, 5195cc or 5197cc can be used wet or
dry. All of them are however waterproof and can be cleaned with water. The shaving head
configuration is typical Braun and features two outer foils with the trademark octagonal perforations
and one middle trimmer. The outer foils catch and cut short stubble close to the skin, while the
middle cutter, called the ActiLift Trimmer, captures longer, flatlying hairs that grow in different
directions. Flexing shaving head The three cutting elements can move independently to maintain
constant contact with the skin, regardless of the area that’s being shaved. Braun calls this
FlexMotionTec with MicroMotion. Apart from that, the whole shaving head pivots to further improve
the contact between the cutting elements and the different contours of the face. The pretentious
term used in this case is FlexMotionTec with MacroMotion.

MultiHeadLock The head of the Series 5 can also be locked into place when more precision is
needed. This is carried out via the head locking switch located on the front of the shaver, just below
the shaving head. There are 5 predetermined positions for locking the shaving head and you can go
through them by simply pushing the head into a different one without any damage to the ratcheting
mechanism. This is a major improvement over the locking mechanism of the Series 7 that would
simply break when you applied more pressure. In the two extreme positions, the middle trimmer and
one of the two foils are also retracted, so you end up with just one of the foils protruding, very handy
for shaving tricky areas like under your nose. Long hair trimmer On the back of the Series 5 you’ll
find a long hair trimmer, similar to the ones used on the Series 3 and Series 9. When fully extended,



it just about passes the shaving head so you can sort of see what you are doing. The station uses an
alcoholbased solution and takes care of cleaning, lubricating and charging your Series 5 shaver.
We’ll cover the station in great detail later into the review. Corded or cordless use 5090cc The
5090cc is equipped with a LiIon battery that should provide 45 minutes of cordless use. Since this
shaver is suitable for dry use only, you can also shave while it is plugged in. You can charge the
shaver via the station or by plugging the included cord directly into the shaver. Braun Series 5
5190cc See the price on Amazon While the 5090cc in our review is waterproof and can be safely
rinsed under water, you cannot use it in the shower or with shaving cream or gel. Other noteworthy
features of the Series 5 5090cc include a 5 level battery indicator, hygiene status, 5minute quick
charge option and a travel lock.

I would have liked to see those included, but for the price of the 5090cc, it’s not too bad I
particularly like the hard travel case that offers far better protection in case of mechanical shocks
compared to the flimsy faux leather pouches used by Panasonic for example. Unfortunately there’s
no room for the charging cord inside the case. It’s also interesting to note that other Series 5 models
come with different accessories. For example, the 5090cc reviewed here is the only Series 5 that
comes with a hard travel case. All the other ones include a soft pouch or none at all. The newer
models like the 5190cc also come with a plastic protective cap. For a complete overview of all the
Series 5 models and their differences, you can check out our detailed comparison. Build quality and
ergonomics Braun’s Series 5 sits right between the Series 3 and the Series 7. However, if we
consider the overall quality and performance, it is a whole lot closer to the Series 7. To back this up,
the Series 5 is made in Germany, just like the more premium Series 7 and 9. The entrylevel Series 3
is made in China. One interesting thing is that only the shaver is made in Germany. The cleaning
cartridge is made in Ireland, the cleaning station is made in Hungary, while the charging cord,
cleaning brush and travel case are made in China. The Series 5 5090cc 5190cc is made entirely out
of plastic, with both glossy and matte treatments. The color scheme of our review unit looks quite
striking with the black and red combination. The back of the shaver is pretty plain. There is a
generous, textured rubber insert that extends to the sides and provides an excellent grip even when
your hands are wet. The same rubberized material covers most of the long hair trimmer as well. You
can also see the two metal studs that come into contact with two metal plates inside the cleaning
station. It’s got a considerable girth and looks very beefy. However, it is lightweight and feels well
balanced.

It’s also quite similar to the rangetopping Series 9 in terms of design language and proportions.
Braun Series 9 vs Series 5. The backside of the two looks almost identical 5090cc to the left, 9290cc
to the right Braun Series 5 5090cc left and Braun Series 9 9290cc right. The overall build quality of
the Series 5 is very good, with no visible defects or unsightly gaps between the various surfaces. The
glossy black does show smudges and fingerprints and it probably scratches easily, so you’ll have to
be careful with it. The shaving head looks and feels of high quality and snaps securely in place. It
also pops out easily when you need to clean it manually. With only 3 cutting elements, it’s also quite
slim and very easy to maneuver in tight spots, especially when compared to a 5 blade Panasonic Arc
5 behemoth. Braun Series 5 cassette The simple and clear LED display is very practical and a
definite improvement over the oddly placed and dim display of the Series 7. It shows the battery
level, when you need to clean the shaver or when the travel lock is activated. Actually it’s not the
noise itself, but the vibrations. They are really strong and you can definitely feel them in your hand
and on your face when using the shaver. A Series 7 is much more refined in this regard. I didn’t find
the vibrations to affect the quality of my shave, but I definitely couldn’t ignore them. Overall, I must
say that I am very pleased with the build quality, looks and ergonomics of the 5090cc. Battery life
and charging The 5090cc comes with a LiIon battery that provides up to 45 minutes of cordless
shaving time. I found this claim to be pretty accurate and it even slightly surpassed these numbers
during my time with the shaver. The newer 5190cc is rated for 50 minutes of use, so that one should



be even better.

It takes around 60 minutes for the battery to fully charge and you can achieve this by plugging the
cord directly into the shaver or by placing it into the cleaning base that also charges the shaver.
There’s also a 5minute quick charge option that should provide just enough power to complete one
shaving session. The LED display is very straight forward, with 5 bars that indicate the charge status
of the battery. The 5090cc is the only Series 5 with a 5 level battery indicator, the rest of them
having a 3 level display or even 2 5040s. There is also a low charge light that will start blinking
when the battery is running low. When this happens you should be able to complete your shave with
the remaining charge. Shaving performance And now let’s get to the most important part of the
review, the actual shaving performance. I used the Series 5 5090cc exclusively for 3 weeks, shaving
daily and every other day for the most part. I didn’t shave on weekends just to see how it would deal
with a longer beard on a Monday morning when you probably want to get it over with as fast as
possible. Closeness of the shave When it comes strictly to the closeness of the shave, the 5190cc and
the Series 5 in general is pretty good. It’s not the closest shaving electric razor in this price category
— that title goes to the Panasonic Arc 4 — but most men will probably be satisfied with the results.
To me the Series 5 is on par with the Series 7 in this regard, even though it lacks some of its
trademark features, like the sensitivity settings or the micropulsations technology. In real life use,
they don’t seem to make any significant difference. With that said, if you have a very fast beard
growth, you could see a 5 o’clock shadow creep up sooner than you would like. If that sounds like
you, then a Panasonic Arc 4 would probably be a better choice for pretty much the same money. The
Series 5 5190cc copes surprisingly well with longer hairs, at least for a foil shaver.


